
4 bedroom Country House for sale in Priego de Cordoba, Córdoba

Priego de Cordoba is a lovely historical town standig on a plateau, surrounded by rolling hills of olive groves. 
Priego de Cordoba has all your basic amenities and lovely restaurants and bars to enjoy with friends and family. Priego
de Cordoba has a castle from the thirteenth-century, later it was remodeled in the sixteenth century. It is a lovely town
to visit with friendly people. 

This property is just a minute a few minutes from the town centre of Priego de Cordoba, set in the olives groves in
peace and quiet but easy access and not isolated. 
The main house has been renovated,as you walk into a lovely spacious hallway with access to the stairs, a large sitting
room come dining room to the right of the hallway, and to the left a bedroom with ensuite bathroom, guest toilets and
access out to a lovely terrace which part is covered by a grape vine. You have the kitchen at the back or can do office
etc. Upstairs is one spacious bedroom with full lentgh windows letting in plenty of light, then you have another further
2 bedrooms that are really spacious large windows letting in that lovely sunshine, ensuite bathrooms and then at the
end a posibility for a seperate aparment. Outside you have a lovely pool and stunning garden area and toilets
underneath the pool of women and men. 
It has its own transformer for mains electricity, mains water and a well. 
There are amazing barns to be converted into lovely flats or for a beautiful wedding venue or events. One of the barns
has licence for a 4 bedroom and 4 bathroom house. Here you have the possibilities to open doors to do wonders,
wether its for weddings as was planned or for any events. Its a lovely place where you can do magic.

  4 bedrooms   4 bathrooms   2,000m² Build size
  8,000m² Plot size   Swimming Pool   South-east orientation
  Private garage   6 parking spaces   Private garden
  Private pool   Amenities near   Transport near
  Fireplace   Storage room   Guest toilet
  Private terrace   Separate apartment   Country view
  Mountain view   Automatic irrigation system   Fitted wardrobes
  Garden view   Pool view   Panoramic view

850,000€
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